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Communication Systems (Taught by Mohammad Hadi)
Final Project (Due on DDD., mmm. dd, yyyy)

Student Name
Student Number

Feel free to do one of the following tasks for your final project. I personally prefer the engi-
neering task since we have already done several simulation tasks in the course assignments.
In my view, you become familiar with many practical points while doing the engineering task.

ENGINEERING TASK

Task 1
In this task, you make the simple foxhole radio shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Foxhole radio as published in Time magazine.
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(a) Don’t hesitate to watch this Youtube video to knowmore about the foxhole radio. Draw a circuit
that describes the structure of the foxhole radio. Mark different parts of the circuit such as antenna,
BPF, and detector.

(b) Make the radio using the required crudematerials. Youmay need a variable capacitor, parallel to
the coil, to better tune the radio. Watch this Youtube video to learn how a simple variable capacitor
can be made using some raw stuff.

(c) You can replace any part of your radio with commercial elements at the cost of a little bit re-
duction in your earned score. For example, you can replace the handmade razor diode with a 1N60
germanium diode or use an AM variable capacitor instead of the handmade capacitor.

(d) When you finished the radio, make a video of yourself while tuning and listening to the radio.
I should be able to identify your face in the captured video. Describe how the radio works in the
video. You can also describe any practical challenges or points you encountered in the video.

(e) Bonus! Prepare a short LATEXreport and describe how the foxhole radio works. Include the prac-
tical challenges and engineering points you encountered while making the radio in your report.

SIMULATION TASK

Task 2
Here, we intend to simulate a realtime communication system in MATLAB. Consider the gen-
eral block diagram of Fig. 2.

Speaker

Modulator

Microphone

Channel Demodulator

Noise

Figure 2: Block diagram of an analog communication system.
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(a) Assume that the modulator and demodulator are PM. Write a MATLAB code to simulate the
PM communication system. Create separate MATLAB functions for the modulator, demodulator,
and channel. Then, connect them in a main mfile. Name the functions pm_modulator, channel, and
pm_demodulator.

(b) Repeat the previous part for a DSB communication system. Note that the channel function does
not change. You only need to code two new functions for the DSB modulator and demodulator.
Name these new functions dsb_modulator and dsb_demodulator.

(c) Feed your simulation codes with a recorded audio file and play the demodulated signal and hear
it for different noise levels in the channel. How do you feel when you hear the demodulated signal?
Note that you can record your voice from your laptop microphone and feed it to the modulator. You
can also play the demodulated signal and hear it from your laptop speaker. MATLAB has useful
internal commands for working with microphones and speakers!

(d) Compare the SNR performance of the simulated PM and DSB communication systems. To do
this, you can plot the output SNR of both systems in terms of the channel noise level, message
bandwidth, and so on.

(e) Make your simulation setup realtime. In this way, you talk to the microphone and hear the de-
modulated signal from the speaker simultaneously without any delay and lag.

(f) Prepare a short report and describe your work concisely. Use suitable figures to better describe
the developed codes and to make your report more readable and understandable. Attach a sample
of the recorded audios as well as the developed codes to your sent report.

(g) Bonus! Write your report in LATEX.
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